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Abstract. In order to effectively prevent and control the generation and development of rail corrugation, according to the actual line condition of the small radius curve section, the vehicle (with flexible wheel sets)–track
space coupled model was established by using the multi-body dynamic software UM (Universal Mechanism),
which could consider the coupled relationship in three directions of space, and the dynamic analysis for the
corrugation section was carried out by using the model. Then, based on the theory of friction self-excited vibration, the three-dimensional model of a wheel–rail system was established by using the finite-element software
ABAQUS, and the complex eigenvalue analysis of influence factors of rail corrugation was conducted based on
wheel–rail contact parameters obtained by dynamic calculation. Through the stability analysis of the wheel–rail
system with different fastener vertical and lateral stiffnesses, friction coefficients, and superelevation states, we
find that properly increasing the fastener vertical and lateral stiffnesses, controlling the wheel–rail friction coefficient below 0.4, and keeping the balanced superelevation state of the track structure can effectively reduce the
occurrence possibility of unstable vibration of the wheel–rail system, thus inhibiting the generation and development of rail corrugation. The excess superelevation state of the track structure results in the unstable friction
self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system at the inner wheel–inner rail, while the deficient superelevation
state results in the unstable friction self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system at the outer wheel–outer rail,
which shows that the superelevation state of the track structure directly affects the formation of rail corrugation
and determines the development order of corrugation of inner and outer rails. This conclusion can well explain
the cause of corrugation appearing on only one side rail.

1

Introduction

Rail corrugation is a common damage of track structures that
is characterized by periodic irregularities on the surface of
the rail head. Due to the use of wear-type wheel tread and
a large radius curve track, rail corrugation is rarely found
on the main-line railway, but for metro lines, rail corrugation is more universal, especially in the small radius curve
section: rail corrugation not only appears early, but also develops rapidly. The wavelength range of rail corrugation is
generally 20–300 mm, and the wave depth is not more than
1 mm (Li, 2015). The existence of corrugation will aggravate
the vibration of vehicle and track components and produce
wheel–rail high-frequency noise, which not only affects the
Published by Copernicus Publications.

safety and stability of train operation, but also has a certain
negative effect on the surrounding living environment.
In order to control the generation and development of
rail corrugation effectively, a large number of experts and
scholars have studied the formation mechanism and development characteristics of rail corrugation combined with experimental tests and theoretical analysis. Oostermeijer (2008)
summarized occurrence causes, research progress, and corresponding treatment measures of rail corrugation in railway
systems around the world and pointed out that rail materials, rail support types, rail surface initial irregularities, and
track slab stiffness have an impact on rail corrugation. Saulot
et al. (2006) studied the influence of the wheel–rail friction
on rail corrugation from the perspective of rail metallurgic
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properties and found that the continuous accumulation of rail
deformation eventually led to corrugation. Kurzeck (2011)
found that the vibration frequency of P2 force was close to
the first-order bending frequency of the wheel set through
the numerical investigation and considered that lateral creep
and a high wheel–rail friction coefficient would lead to friction self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system in small
radius curve lines and result in rail corrugation. By establishing the numerical model of rail corrugation, Meehan et
al. (2016) found that increasing the discreteness of train running speed can effectively reduce the growth rate of corrugation. When the discreteness of train running speed was
small, the growth of rail corrugation was obviously accelerated. Using the Kalker variational method, assuming that the
wear amount was proportional to the friction power, Xie and
Iwnicki (2008) established a three-dimensional non-Hertz,
non-stationary wheel–rail rolling contact model. Based on
this model, it was found that there was a fixed phase shift
between wear and normal force when wheel–rail non-Hertz
contact was used, which indicated that the initial irregularity
of any wavelength might continue to develop. Jin’s team (Jin
et al., 2004, 2006; Jin and Wen, 2007; Wen et al., 2008; Li et
al., 2016) established a complete wheel–rail coupled calculation model including wheel–rail coupling, wheel–rail contact, and rail wear and proposed a plastic-flow rail corrugation calculation model, which supplemented the generation
mechanism of rail corrugation caused by initial irregularities.
Zhang et al. (2013, 2015) carried out many field investigations, experimental tests, and theoretical studies on the phenomenon of abnormal rail corrugation in the Beijing subway
and found that the installation of shear-type damper fasteners
would lead to the low damping of the track structure, which
made the rail prone to unstable vibration and formation of
corrugation eventually. Meanwhile, a set of corrugation detection and evaluation methods was proposed accordingly.
Chen’s team (Cui et al., 2017, 2018; Zhao et al., 2018; Yan
et al., 2018) proposed the theory of rail corrugation caused
by the friction self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system under saturated creep force. Moreover, the influence of
different parameters on the friction self-excited vibration of
the wheel–rail system was analyzed, and some relevant suggestions were put forward.
To sum up, the causes of rail corrugation are complex and
numerous, and there is no complete theoretical system that
can explain all the rail corrugation phenomena well. Therefore, when studying the forming mechanism and influence
factors of rail corrugation in small radius curve sections, it
is necessary to take line conditions of rail corrugation sections into comprehensive consideration and apply numerical
simulation methods to analyze the phenomenon of rail corrugation.
This paper carries out a parametric study to investigate
possible practical solutions to reduce the occurrence of rail
corrugation instead of identifying root causes or describing development characteristics of corrugation. With that in
Mech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021
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mind, a successful deliverable of this study will be some
practical activities or products that can increase the railway maintenance intervals, especially rail-grinding intervals.
First, the vehicle (with flexible wheel sets)–track space coupled model, which can consider the coupled relationship in
three directions of space, is established by using the multibody dynamic software UM (Universal Mechanism) according to the actual line situation in the small radius curve
section, and the dynamic analysis of the corrugation section is carried out by using this model. Then, based on the
friction self-excited vibration theory, the three-dimensional
model of the wheel–rail system is established by using the
finite-element software ABAQUS, and the complex eigenvalue analysis of influence factors of rail corrugation is conducted by using the wheel–rail contact parameters obtained
by dynamic calculation so as to provide guidance for the prevention and control of rail corrugation.
2
2.1

Vehicle–track space coupled dynamic model
Vehicle model

The multi-body dynamic software UM is used to establish a
single-section vehicle model, including three types of mass
bodies, vehicle body, bogies, and wheel sets, in which the
vehicle body and bogies are rigid bodies and wheel sets are
flexible bodies, with masses and moments of inertia taken
into account. The vehicle body and bogies, bogies and wheel
sets are all connected by spring-damper elements to simulate
primary and secondary suspension components, with stiffness and damping in three directions. Refer to the literatures
(Lei et al., 2019; Lei and Wang, 2020) for the parameter values of the vehicle model.
2.2

Track model

The track model adopts the flexible track model, and the rail
is simulated as a Timoshenko beam considering the shear
deformation, which can better reflect the effect of highfrequency vibration and is suitable for the research of rail
corrugation (Sun et al., 2018). The Bushing force elements
are used to simulate fasteners (Lei and Wang, 2020). The
three-dimensional solid-element model of the slab is established by the finite-element software ABAQUS and imported
into the UM program as a subsystem of the dynamic model.
The cross-section size of the slab is 2700 mm × 300 mm, and
the length is 60 m. The connection between slab and foundation and the connection between slab and rails are all simulated by Bushing force elements, which can consider the
stiffness and damping in three directions. See Table 1 for fastener parameters and grounding parameters of the slab (Li,
2012).
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2.3

Wheel–rail contact model

The Kik–Piotrowski contact model (Piotrowski and Kik,
2008) is used to simulate the wheel–rail contact relationship.
The model assumes that the normal contact stress along the
wheel rolling direction is a semi-elliptical distribution, and
the contact area is obtained by the virtual penetration principle between wheel and rail. The normal contact stress can
be obtained by geometric points in the contact area satisfying
contact conditions, and the tangential contact problem can be
solved by the improved FASTSIM algorithm. The model has
the characteristics of fast calculation speed and high reliability.
Based on the above vehicle model, track model, and
wheel–rail contact model, the vehicle–track space coupled
dynamic model is established, and the model schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Refer to the literatures (Lei et al.,
2019; Lei and Wang, 2020) for the model validation.
3

3.1

Friction self-excited vibration model of the
wheel–rail system
Wheel–rail system model

In the urban rail transit, especially metro lines, the concrete monolithic track slab is widely used at present. On
the premise of not affecting the model to reflect the actual
structure, the wheel–rail system is simplified appropriately
in this paper. The finite-element model of the wheel–rail system established in the paper is shown in Fig. 2a, which is
composed of a wheel set, two rails, and a slab. The fasteners were simulated by means of spring-damper elements to
realize the connection between rails and slab. The wheel–
rail contact geometry relationships are shown in Fig. 2b–d,
where W is the wheel weight, NL is the normal force between
outer wheel and outer rail, NR is the normal force between
inner wheel and inner rail, δL is the contact angle between
outer wheel and outer rail, δR is the contact angle between
inner wheel and inner rail, FL is the lateral creep force of the
outside wheel–rail contact patch, and FR is the lateral creep
force of the inside wheel–rail contact patch; CRL , CRV , and
CRT are lateral, vertical, and longitudinal dampings of fasteners, respectively; KRL , KRV , and KRT are lateral, vertical,
and longitudinal stiffnesses of fasteners, respectively; KS and
CS are the foundation-supporting stiffness and foundationsupporting damping, respectively.
The multi-body dynamic software UM is used to simulate
a vehicle passing through the small radius curve section. It
can be known that when the vehicle passes through the small
radius curve track with the curve radius less than 350 m, the
creep forces generated on inner and outer rails are all saturated; that is, the creep forces are equal to the friction forces
in these cases (Cui et al., 2019).

https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-31-2021
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The motion equation of the wheel–rail system established
in this paper can be written as follows (Li, 2017):
Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = F,

(1)

where M, C, and K represent the mass matrix, damping matrix, and stiffness matrix of the wheel–rail system, respectively; ü, u̇, and u represent the acceleration, velocity, and
displacement of the wheel–rail system in the inertial coordinate system caused by friction self-excited vibration; F is
the external force acting on the wheel–rail system. When the
rail has no initial irregularity on the rail surface and no harmonic external force F acting, the coefficient matrices M, C,
and K of Eq. (1) are symmetric matrices, so the characteristic
equation of Eq. (1) can not have eigenvalues with real parts
greater than 0; that is, the motion of the system is stable and
will not produce self-excited vibration. When the wheel–rail
creep force reaches saturation, there is the following relationship for the friction force:
f = N µf = k(uwn − urn )µf ,

(2)

where f is the friction force; N is the normal force; µf is
the dynamic friction coefficient; k is the equivalent spring
stiffness of the wheel–rail contact; uwn represents the normal
displacement of the wheel at the wheel–rail contact point; urn
represents the normal displacement of the rail at the wheel–
rail contact point. The friction forces at all nodes of the
wheel–rail contact point can be expressed by the matrix form
of Eq. (3):
Ff = Kf u.

(3)

Putting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), we can find that
Mü + Cu̇ + (K − Kf )u = F − Ff = 1F,

(4)

where 1F is the sum of external forces acting on the wheel–
rail system. The characteristic equation of Eq. (4) can be
written as follows:
[Mλ2 + Cλ + (K − Kf )]φ = 0,

(5)

where the stiffness matrix (K − Kf ) is an asymmetric matrix, and its eigenvalues λi = βi + iωi may have positive real
parts. The general form of the solution of Eq. (4) is shown in
Eq. (6):
X
u(t) =
{φi } exp(βi + iwi )t,
(6)
where {φi } is the eigenvector; t is the motion time. It can
be seen from Eq. (6) that if one or more eigenvalues with
positive real parts exist in the motion equation, the wheel–rail
system will produce successive self-excited vibration under
an impact load even if there is no external harmonic load
acting or continuous rail surface irregularity.
Rail corrugation is the result of the joint action of a
wavelength-fixed mechanism and a material damage mechanism. Researchers have verified that the passing frequencies
Mech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021
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Table 1. Fastener and foundation parameters.

Fastener stiffness/
(MN/m)
Lateral/
(KRL )
5–10

Fastener damping/
(Ns/m)

Foundation
parameters

Vertical/
(KRV )

Longitudinal/
(KRT )

Lateral/
(CRL )

Vertical/
(CRV )

Longitudinal/
(CRT )

Supporting stiffness/
(N/m)

Supporting damping/
(Ns/m)

10–50

5–10

974.27

1361.12

974.27

1.7 × 108

3.1 × 104

Figure 1. Diagram of the vehicle–track space coupled dynamic model.

of corrugation are the same as characteristic frequencies of
wheel–rail friction work (Grassie and Kalousek, 1993; Sato
et al., 2002; Oostermeijer, 2008). The literature (Chen et al.,
2010) has explained the cause of rail corrugation caused by
wheel–rail friction self-excited vibration. Therefore, subsequent research and analysis are mainly based on the theory of
friction self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system, and
it is believed that the passing frequency of corrugation is the
same as that of friction self-excited vibration of the wheel–
rail system.
3.2

Model parameters

The curve radius of the model is 350 m, and the wheel tread
is a LM wear-type profile (Chen et al., 2020). The rail and
wheel set are made of high-carbon low-alloy steel, and the
slab is made of C40 concrete. See Table 2 for material properties of each component. The rail type is 60 kg/m (Chen
et al., 2020), rail length is 36 m, and rail cant is 1/40. The
cross-section size of the slab is 2700 mm × 300 mm, and the
length is consistent with the rail length. The fastener interval is 0.6 m. The parameter values of connection parts of the
track structure are listed in Table 1.
4

Analysis of influence factors of rail corrugation

According to the field investigation and considering the feasibility of engineering measures, this section will select difMech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021

ferent fastener vertical stiffness and lateral stiffness combinations, different friction coefficients, and different superelevation and speed matching relations to analyze influence factors
of rail corrugation in the small radius curve section.

4.1

Influence of fastener stiffnesses on wheel–rail
system instability

In this section, the complex eigenvalue analysis method is
used to analyze the influence of fastener stiffnesses on the
friction self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system, so as
to further understand the influence of fastener vertical and
lateral stiffnesses on rail corrugation. Based on the field investigation, six working conditions of different vertical stiffness and lateral stiffness combinations of fasteners are set
as shown in Table 3 (Li, 2015; Li et al., 2016). Generally,
the longitudinal stiffness and lateral stiffness of fasteners are
equal, so the longitudinal stiffness and lateral stiffness of
fasteners are consistent in the analysis of influence factors
(Chen et al., 2010; Li, 2015). The wheel–rail friction coefficient is taken as 0.4 and the superelevation value of the track
structure is set as 120 mm.
According to the theory of friction self-excited vibration,
the larger the absolute value of the negative effective damping ratio is, the more likely the wheel–rail system is to produce friction self-excited vibration, which will lead to the
further development of rail corrugation; that is, the frequency
corresponding to the unstable friction self-excited vibration
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-31-2021
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Figure 2. Friction self-excited vibration model of the wheel–rail system. (a) Wheel–rail system model. (b) Lateral contact geometry rela-

tionship between the outer wheel and outer rail (including the slab). (c) Lateral contact geometry relationship between the inner wheel and
inner rail (including the slab). (d) Longitudinal contact geometry relationship between rail and slab.
Table 2. Material properties of each component.

Material

Elasticity modulus /(Pa)

Poisson’s ratio

Density/(kg/m3 )

3.25 × 1010
2.1 × 1011

0.24
0.30

2400
7800

C40 concrete
High-carbon low-alloy steel

Table 3. Calculation conditions of fastener stiffnesses (unit:

MN/m).
Conditions
Lateral stiffness
Vertical stiffness

1

2

3

4

5

6

5
10

5
20

10
20

10
30

10
40

10
50

of the wheel–rail system is the frequency of corrugation occurrence. It is generally considered that the unstable vibration mode corresponding to the frequency at the minimum
effective damping ratio is the dominant mode of the wheel–
rail system, which has the greatest influence on the wheel–
rail system and is most likely to cause rail corrugation. The
effective damping ratio ξ is calculated according to Eq. (7)
(Chen et al., 2010):
ξ =−2Re (λ)/ |Im (λ)| ,

(7)

where Re (λ) and Im (λ) are real and imaginary parts of complex eigenvalues of characteristic equations. In the finiteelement software ABAQUS, the effective damping ratio of
the wheel–rail system can be extracted directly through comhttps://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-31-2021

plex eigenvalue calculations of linear perturbation analysis,
and the stability of the wheel–rail system can be predicted.
The specific calculation process of the effective damping ratio is shown in Fig. 3.
By using the finite-element model of the wheel–rail system
with a curve radius of 350 m, the negative effective damping ratio distributions and corresponding dominant vibration
modes under six working conditions shown in Table 3 can be
obtained through complex eigenvalue calculations, as shown
in Figs. 4–5.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the minimum negative effective damping ratios corresponding to six working conditions
appear at 197.4, 199.6, 202.3, 205.1, 207.8, and 210.0 Hz, respectively. The average wavelength of rail corrugation measured on-site is about 80 mm, the vehicle speed is 60 km/h,
and the corresponding vibration frequency is 208.3 Hz, so
the calculated results are in good agreement with the field
situation. At the same time, the minimum negative effective
damping ratios under six working conditions are −0.02543,
−0.02307, −0.02209, −0.02078, −0.01936, and −0.01932,
respectively. It can be established that the absolute values
of negative effective damping ratios of the whole wheel–rail

Mech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021
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working condition occurs on the inner wheel–inner rail of the
wheel–rail system, which is consistent with the phenomenon
that inner-rail corrugation is serious and outer-rail corrugation is slight in the small radius curve track of metro lines.
4.2

Figure 3. Calculation process of effective damping ratios.

Figure 4. Distribution diagram of negative effective damping ra-

tios.

system will decrease with the increase in vertical and lateral
stiffnesses of fasteners, which shows that increasing vertical and lateral stiffnesses of fasteners to a certain extent can
significantly inhibit the wheel–rail friction self-excited vibration, thus controlling the generation and development of rail
corrugation.
In addition, by comparing dominant vibration modes in
Fig. 5, it can be found that the unstable vibration corresponding to the minimum negative effective damping ratio of each
Mech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021

Influence of friction coefficients on wheel–rail
system instability

The friction coefficient is one of the most important parameters in the wheel–rail contact friction pair. In the actual
railway line, the wheel–rail friction coefficient will change
with maintenance conditions, dry and wet conditions, and
other factors. This section mainly studies the stability of the
wheel–rail system under different friction coefficients. Based
on the finite-element analysis model of the wheel–rail system, adjust the wheel–rail friction coefficients to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8 by referencing the literatures (Xiao, 2012; Zhang,
2015), take the vertical stiffness of fasteners as 20 MN/m,
the lateral stiffness as 10 MN/m, and the superelevation value
of the track structure as 120 mm, and conduct the complex
eigenvalue analysis of the wheel–rail system. The minimum
negative effective damping ratios of the wheel–rail system
with different friction coefficients are shown in Fig. 6. It
can be concluded that the minimum effective damping ratios under four working conditions are −0.02034, −0.02209,
−0.04873, and −0.09085, and the corresponding frequencies
are 198.5, 202.3, 208.1, and 211.8 Hz.
Figure 7 shows the trend of the absolute values of the minimum negative effective damping ratios changing with friction coefficients. It can be seen that the absolute values of the
minimum negative effective damping ratios increase with the
increase in friction coefficients; that is, the occurrence possibility of unstable vibration of the wheel–rail system increases
gradually, indicating that the occurrence possibility of rail
corrugation will increase with the increase in friction coefficients. Furthermore, it can be observed that the absolute values of the minimum negative effective damping ratios show
a parabola-like growth with the increase in friction coefficients, which illustrates that the friction coefficient has great
influence on the stability of the wheel–rail system. When the
wheel–rail friction coefficient reaches 0.4, the absolute values of the minimum negative effective damping ratios show a
sharp growth trend. Therefore, on the premise of ensuring the
normal wheel–rail contact and traction/braking demand, the
friction coefficient of the wheel–rail contact surface should
be controlled below 0.4 by oiling and other ways so as to
better control the development rate of rail corrugation.
4.3

Influence of superelevation and speed matching on
wheel–rail system instability

In the curve section, the centrifugal force will push the vehicle to the outer rail, resulting in uneven stress on two rails.
Therefore, it is necessary to set a proper height difference
between the inner rail and outer rail in the curve line, i.e., suhttps://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-31-2021
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Figure 5. Dominant mode diagrams. (a) Lateral stiffness: 5, vertical stiffness: 10. (b) Lateral stiffness: 5, vertical stiffness: 20. (c) Lateral
stiffness: 10, vertical stiffness: 20. (d) Lateral stiffness: 10, vertical stiffness: 30. (e) Lateral stiffness: 10, vertical stiffness: 40. (f) Lateral
stiffness: 10, vertical stiffness: 50.

Figure 6. Distribution of negative effective damping ratios.

perelevation, so that the gravity of the vehicle will generate a
centripetal horizontal component force to offset the centrifugal force, so as to achieve the purpose of uniform stress on
inner and outer rails.
According to Eq. (8) of superelevation calculation, when
the vehicle running speed is v = 60 km/h and the curve radius is Rr = 350 m, the calculated superelevation value is
120 mm (a multiple of 5 mm). Based on that, this section calculates five working conditions of h = 100, 110, 120, 130,
and 140 mm, respectively, as shown in Table 4. At the same
time, the vertical stiffness of fasteners is 20 MN/m, the lateral
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-31-2021

Figure 7. Influence of friction coefficients on the vibration stability

of the wheel–rail system.

stiffness is 10 MN/m, and the wheel–rail friction coefficient
is 0.4.
h = 11.8

v2
,
Rr

(8)

where h is the superelevation of the outer rail in millimeters;
v is the vehicle speed in km/h; and Rr is the curve radius in
meters.
By using the finite-element model of the wheel–rail system, the lateral inclination of the slab is adjusted to meet
Mech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021
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Table 4. Calculation conditions of different superelevation states.

Conditions

1

2

3

4

5

Superelevation value (mm)
Superelevation
state

100
Deficient
superelevation
20 mm

110
Deficient
superelevation
10 mm

120
Balanced
superelevation

130
Excess
superelevation
10 mm

140
Excess
superelevation
20 mm

Figure 8. Distribution diagram of negative effective damping ra-

fective damping ratios mainly appear at the outer wheel–
outer rail. When the track structure is at balanced superelevation and excess superelevation states, the unstable vibration modes corresponding to the minimum effective damping
ratios appear at the inner wheel–inner rail, and the absolute
value of the negative effective damping ratio corresponding
to the balanced superelevation state is relatively small, which
shows that the occurrence probability of unstable vibration of
the wheel–rail system in this state is relatively low; that is, the
occurrence probability of rail corrugation in this state is relatively low. Therefore, the variation of superelevation states
of the track structure plays an important role in the stability
of the wheel–rail system. The superelevation state directly
affects the formation of rail corrugation and determines the
development order of corrugation of the inner and outer rails.
This conclusion can well explain the phenomenon of corrugation appearing on only one side rail.

tios.

5

the corresponding requirement of the superelevation setting.
Meanwhile, the matching of different superelevation and
speeds will lead to the redistribution of vertical and lateral
suspension forces of the wheel–rail system; therefore, before
the complex eigenvalue calculation of each working condition, it is necessary to use the vehicle–track space coupled
dynamic model established by the UM to calculate and extract the inside and outside wheel–rail contact angles, the vertical and lateral suspension forces at both ends, and other parameters and adjust them to the finite-element analysis model
for complex eigenvalue calculations.
Figures 8–9 show the distribution diagram of negative
effective damping ratios and the corresponding dominant
mode diagrams under different working conditions. It can
be seen that when the track structure is at superelevation
states of 100, 110, 120, 130, and 140 mm, the corresponding
minimum negative effective damping ratios are −0.04832,
−0.03356, −0.02209, −0.03473, and −0.04089, and frequencies are 202.8, 206.3, 202.3, 207.9, and 205.1 Hz.
According to Figs. 8–9, it can be established that under
conditions of deficient superelevation, balanced superelevation, and excess superelevation of the track structure, the
wheel–rail systems all have unstable vibration modes. When
the track structure is at deficient superelevation states, the
unstable vibration modes corresponding to the minimum efMech. Sci., 12, 31–40, 2021

Discussion

Based on the calculation results, it is found that increasing
vertical and lateral stiffnesses of fasteners can remarkably
decrease the occurrence possibility of corrugation, which is
consistent with the literature (Cui et al., 2016). In the literature (Cui et al., 2016), it can be seen that rail corrugation
did not occur when the Cologne-egg fasteners were replaced
with the DTVI2 fasteners whose vertical support stiffness
was about 4 times as high as that of the Cologne-egg fasteners. Moreover, it is established that the wheel–rail friction coefficient should be controlled below 0.4 to inhibit the development of rail corrugation, which is similar to the conclusion
of the literature (Chen et al., 2010). In the literature (Chen et
al., 2010), it can be known that the propensity for corrugation
occurrence increased when increasing the wheel–rail friction
coefficient. The above results have a certain guiding significance for the maintenance of metro lines.
6

Conclusions

This study carries out the complex eigenvalue analysis of
influence factors of rail corrugation by using the threedimensional finite-element model of a wheel–rail system based on the theory of friction self-excited vibration.
Through the stability analysis of a wheel–rail system with
different vertical and lateral stiffnesses of fasteners, different
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-31-2021
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Figure 9. Dominant mode diagrams. (a) Deficient superelevation: 20 mm. (b) Deficient superelevation: 10 mm. (c) Balanced superelevation.

(d) Excess superelevation: 10 mm. (e) Excess superelevation: 20 mm.

friction coefficients, and different track structure superelevation, it can be seen that properly improving the vertical and
lateral stiffnesses of fasteners, controlling the wheel–rail friction coefficient below 0.4, and maintaining the balanced superelevation of the track structure can effectively reduce the
occurrence possibility of unstable vibration of the wheel–rail
system and thus inhibit the generation and development of
rail corrugation.
The excess superelevation states of the track structure
result in the unstable friction self-excited vibration of the
wheel–rail system at the inner wheel–inner rail, while the
deficient superelevation states result in the unstable friction
self-excited vibration of the wheel–rail system at the outer
wheel–outer rail, which indicates that the setting of superelevation states of the track structure directly affects the formation of rail corrugation and determines the development order
of corrugation of the inner and outer rails. This conclusion
can well explain the phenomenon of corrugation appearing
only on one side rail.
This study conducts parametric research on the influencing factors of rail corrugation by using the index of effective
damping ratio, but the index can not directly reflect the occurrence and development process of rail corrugation. In order
to further understand the phenomenon of rail corrugation, future research will focus on the quantitative evaluation index
of rail corrugation.
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